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There are two AP subjects whose score reports look a bit different: Calculus BC and Music Theory. These score reports contain both a grade on the 1-5 scale and at least one subscore. The Calculus BC ...
5 Things to Know About AP Scores
This year I took AP Calculus AB and, oh, it was so hard ... Think that would be the best option … They should maybe have some free tutoring in a library or something to help the students. … I didn’t ...
Looking ahead to college freshman year, students welcome help
It took only two months for U.S. invaders to topple the Taliban in Afghanistan in 2001, a seemingly tidy success against a government that had given refuge ...
Analysis: How Afghan war showed limits of US military power
The pandemic has brought one good thing to western Albania's Divjaka-Karavasta Lagoon — badly needed peace and quiet for endangered mating pelicans, and resulting population growth.
Colony of shy Albanian pelicans flourishes during pandemic
At No. 16 overall, the Blues have their highest first-round pick in more than a decade. But GM Armstrong has been known to trade picks.
Sweet 16: Will Blues make a pick in first-round, or trade it?
MATH 1102 Calculus I (Math and Science Majors), or its equivalent (e.g., four or higher on the Calculus AP exam) MATH 1103 Calculus II (Math and Science Majors), or MATH 1105 Calculus II-AP (Math and ...
Majors and Minors in Math
Note: Students who plan to take the Calculus exam need make no special arrangements. That exam is scheduled during the first week of the term. Clarkson will consider the following for advanced credit: ...
AP Credit Transfer Information
The Emmy Award nominations announced Tuesday included some snubs and surprises. STRIKE A POSE “Pose” left the ballroom with a clutch of Emmy nominations. The groundbreaking FX show about ballroom ...
Emmy surprises: 'Pose,' 'I May Destroy You' & 'Lupin'
The Biden administration is beginning to distribute expanded child tax credit payments, giving parents on average $423 this month, with payments continuing through the end of the year. President ...
How the expanded child tax credit payments work
Percentage of U.S. population born since the 2001 attacks plotted by al-Qaida leaders who were sheltering in Afghanistan: Roughly one out of every four. American service members killed in ...
The cost of the Afghanistan war, in lives and dollars
Volunteers in Medicine America (VIMA) is closing the doors of its national office and moving its free clinic program to the National Association of Free and Charitable Clinics (NAFC). Volunteers in ...
Volunteers In Medicine America Moves its Program to the National Association of Free
Students who took AP tests in spring 2020 during COVID disruptions will receive ... Students scoring 4 or higher on both economics exams will receive 3 credits for EC 2001 and 3 credits for approved ...
2021-22 Advanced Placement (AP) Credit Guide
ST. ANDREWS, Scotland (AP) — Three more players withdrew from ... in Detroit and has been self-isolating. He remains symptom-free, though subsequent tests have come back positive.
Matsuyama among 3 more players to withdraw from British Open
Craig McFarling stands next to the Principal Park manual scoreboard as the bottom of the third inning of the Iowa Cubs game begins. McFarling, who ...
Iowa Cubs batboy a valued part of minor league team
He remains symptom-free, though subsequent tests have come ... He won the British Open in 2001 at Royal Lytham & St. Annes. Harold Varner III, Brendan Steele and John Catlin, the Californian ...
Boys' BG Junior Championships set for July 15
(Mariam Zuhaib/AP) America’s treatment of local allies ... When the 9/11 attacks happened in 2001, Xiong remembered the smell of blood and burning flesh, “because I was at another crash ...
Betrayal and death: Former allies fear the fate of Afghans facing US abandonment
DIVJAKA, Albania (AP) — The pandemic has brought one good ... Pelicans are an endangered species in Albania, where their numbers fell in 2001-2003 to as low as 19 nesting couples, compared ...
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